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ABSTRACT: We predict here the probable Meteor shower that has occurred over
Northern India in prehistoric times and has been recorded on a Paleolithic rock. The
preliminary investigations of the Paleolithic rock carving picture possibly indicate the
formation of four lakes in the area due to its impact. This prehistoric meteor event
seems to be in accordance with the Meteor event of January 17, 2004 as observed by
the Swedish infrasound network.
INTRODUCTION
Ancient Astronomy is the field of astronomy that is concerned with
understanding and exploring profitably the astronomical information
contained in ancient records. It has become very important to look for the
ancient astronomical records. However there are a number of ways for
studying ancient astronomy like myths, paintings, rock carvings etc.
Kashmir (India) being rich in stone carvings invites our attention for
looking astronomical records from some ancient rock arts. A number of
rock arts were found in Kashmir valley out of which some of these rock
arts have been interpreted by their astronomical interpretations like rock
art found in Burzuhama which has been interpreted as Supernova
explosion of a star taken place in ancient times (Joglekar et al 2006).
Some other carvings were also found in Kashmir which need a good
Astronomical interpretation. Out of these carvings we were able to extract
astronomical interpretation of stone carving fond in one of the regions of
Kashmir Valley known as Bomai Sopore (Iqbal et al 2008). We report
here the ancient meteor event that has occurred over northern India
(Kashmir) and has been recorded on a Paleolithic rock in the form of five
circles A, B, C, D and E. This place (Ancient Observatory) is located
about 60 kms northwest of the city (Srinagar).During those days because
of non availability of any technological tools; the spectaculars have
recorded the impression on the rock in terms of engravings. The carving
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has multiple concentric circles distributed all over the scene in addition to
some animal and human figures (Fig 1a and 1b). The engraved area on
the rock measures 1by 1 meter and its left top points to the north-west
direction. The inhabitants of the area might have observed eye-witness
observations of the event and the impact of the Meteor shower which has
led to the formation of four Lakes in the area. An interesting fact about
the engraving is that three circles shown on stone carving are collinear
which resembles with the exact location of the three lakes found in the
area. The geographical map of these Sites (Wullar Lake, Mansbal Lake,
Dal Lake and Hokerser Lake) which we predict due to the impact of the
meteor shower seems to be approximately same with the Meteor event of
January 17, 2004 observed by the Swedish Infrasound Network. The list
of stations (impact sites) is shown in table 1.
Table 1: showing Impact sites and their resemblance with the rock carving
Name
Latitude Longitude Resemblance with the stone carving
1.Wullar Lake
740.10`E
Circle A
340.07`N
2.Mansbal Lake 340.15`N
740.40`E
Circle B
340.05`N
740.08`E
3.Dal Lake
Circle C
740.12`E
4.Hokerser Lake 340.06`N
Circle D

ROCK CARVINGS AND PRELIMINARY INVESTIGATIONS
The rock carving is found at a site called Bomai Sopore in the northwest belt of Northern India (Kashmir). The Archeological studies of this
carving show that it belongs to the upper-Paleolithic times which
generally began around 40,000 years before present with the emergence
of homo-spines. We suggest that the stone carving seems to have purely
an astronomical origin. One similar kind of study was found recently at a
place called Burzuhama(Kashmir) where one more stone carving has been
interpreted as a record of supernova that happened about 7,000 YBP
(Joglekar et al 2006). The rock carvings shown in figure 1a have multiple
circles all of concentric nature. This is typical of how bright objects are
shown in stone carvings. It is important to mention here that the size of
circle is indicative of its Brightness. The various lines emanating from
circles A, B, C and D is an indication of the movement of the object or a
light streak. The manner of the location of the rock indicates that the
objects must have originated in the north-west direction and fall towards
south-east direction. The first second and third largest rings seem to be
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collinear in this direction. Two lines are drawn around D and E; we make
an assumption that these lines indicate path of motion of meteor
fragments. If it is so then all the paths seem to meet at the top of the rock.
This kind of assumption is supported strongly by the figure 3. However,
the carving can not be a geographical map of region since it requires a
great leap of imagination to realize the complexity of the geography and
also the relative geographical spread of the sites (Lakes) is not directly
related to the size of the circles but seems to correspond to the depth of
the Lake. The impact sites have in addition several small water bodies and
in this work we propose that the other circles like circle E correspond to
such water bodies. The impact of a massive Meteorite can deform the
surface on which it lands and such fractures can take the form of
concentric rings around an impact crater. The impact of a massive
meteorite or a small asteroid can also induce volcanic activity if the area
contains hot lava (Gibilisco, 2003).We make some preliminary
investigations with the assumption that a single meteor must have splinted
into several pieces while entering into the Earths atmosphere (Iqbal et al
2008). The impact of these fragments has led to the formation of various
lakes of the area. One of the lakes (Mansbal lake), which is a deepest
Lake must have got pronounced peak of a meteor impact. This indicates
that one of the largest fragments of the meteor (Circle B) fell in Mansbal.
The other two lakes which are very shallow might have got created due to
the impact of small sized meteor fragments (circles A & C). The circle D
represents the other impact site resulting in the formation of Hokerser
Lake while as circle E and other small circles represent small water
bodies.

Fig. 1a, 1b Rock carving found in Bomai Sopore
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S
Fig. 1 b, drawing of the carving found in Sopore

OUR COMPARATIVE STUDIES
In order to examine this hypothesis we put forward the work of
proving one of the Lakes (Dal Lake) as a Meteor Crater. We found the
following evidences that in our view, indicates a meteor impact:
1. Dal Lake probably a basin like structure has deformed through
erosion since its formation.
2. Coulomb excitation measures of the different samples of the Dal Lake
indicate the presence of same elements as were found in the Lonar
Lake, which is known to be associated with a meteorite impact
(Chowdhury and Handa, 1978), about 70% of the results matched the
elemental abundance levels obtained at the Lonar Lake.
3. Evidences of shock Metamorphism in the vicinity of the Dal Lake has
also been confirmed (Wadia, 1953).
4. Presence of Basalts and Breccias in the vicinity of Dal Lake is another
evidence strengthening the assumption of meteor impact ( J. Jeelani
and A. Q Shah, 2006).
As far as the arrange of the circles on the rock carving is concerned,
we found that, in the last three years one spectacular meteor event has
occurred over northern Swedish on January 17, 2004 at approximately
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1405 UT. The impact area was located about 50kms north-west of the
village of Jokkmokk, north of the artic circle Fig 2(Lizaska 2004). The
meteor event reported in our work has taken place in pre-historic times
and is recorded on the rock carving (fig 1a, 1b). Being the very ancient
kind of rock it is very difficult to scale all those carvings. However we
predict the idea of its impact at various sites which has created all such
lakes. The recent meteor event has been already observed at four stations
indicated on the map with letters ‘K’, ‘J’, ‘L’ and ‘U’. While going
through the comparative studies of both the events they seem to be
somehow same. Had their been any kind of facility for recording ancient
observations the results would have been almost the same as reported by
the Swedish infrasonic network. By making the schematic comparison of
figure2 with the map of the four lakes (impact sites) the results seem to be
encouraging in establishing our ideas.

Fig. 3:.Map showing extrapolation of
the lakes to meet at a single point

Fig 4: Stations of Swedish infrasonic Network

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE REMARKS
From our preliminary investigations we conclude that a meteor
shower has striked the earths surface in the prehistoric times and has led
to the formation of four lakes in the Kashmir valley, however there are
certain future scientific investigations that need to confirm our idea of
meteor impact more strongly. The following investigations need to be
done for the confirmation of our meteor impact.
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1. To study the ages of the four lakes, if the meteor impact has created
them then the four lakes must be of the same age.
2. To investigate about the shapes of the lakes which must be basin like?
3. To investigate about the presence of different elements, necessary for
the confirmation of a meteor crater, in all the four lakes.
4. To investigate about the presence of shock metamorphic effects in the
surrounding regions.
5. To know the presence of Breccias and Meskelnite rocks.
Whether this is a meteor impact or not we would like to invite the
attention of international community of scientists for their possible
support in extending our ideas.
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